
Welcome to the Manukau newsletter, before I go any further I would like to apologise for any errors, some-

times my brain works faster than my fingers so if there are any spelling errors it doesn’t mean I can’t spell it 

means my typing is terrible.  If anyone has anything they wish to contribute I would love to hear from you. 

Ideas, websites, events, comments, jokes (clean)  or anything that makes for an interesting and entertain-

ing  newsletter.  

Editor is ME, Pauline Smith, email is reinlese@ihug.co.nz for all the articles that you are going to send me. 

Photography is the art of observation. 

It has little to do with the things you see  

and everything to do with the way you see them. 

Elliot Erwitt 

August 2017 

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE.  

 

Following the club night presentation by Caroline Ludford I wondered how many of you have job applications in 

mind to be a Police Photographer! 

Our forthcoming Salon is all about showing your work from the current year. Thus, the requirement that our Cup 

entries must have been on shown at club night. Three more opportunities to get Portraits and Landscapes to qualify 

for entry to our Club Cups. 

Trust your winter photography is going well. Some of mine is a bit dull out of the camera! 

 

John P 

 



 

1.  The points system has been revised to include a bonus point for both Set Subject of the night and  also Open. 

 2.  In an effort to grow membership we have established a Newcomers Grade 

  
• A new member can elect to join as a Newcomer or in our regular Open grade 

• A Newcomer can stay as such until they have achieved 6 Honours at that grade, then they move to the general ‘Open’ grade.  

• A Newcomer can also elect to move to open grade before this time, after discussion with an officer of the club. 

• The maximum number of months as a Newcomer is a 12. 

• If the member transfers to Open grade before the 12 months is up, their points for that calendar year transfer with them, and count 

towards the regular points competition 

• If the member stays in the newcomer grade for 12 months, their points count towards what is currently the “encouragement” tro-

phy, which will be presented to the Newcomer with the highest points. 

Please, if you know someone (else) with an interest in photography, encourage them to join us by bringing them along on Tues 14 

and/or forwarding this email. As NEWCOMERS they will be required to indicate this on their entry 

3.  External   Competitions:  If you wish to have your results published in the Newsletter please      

send them to me.  reinlese@ihug.co.nz 

We are also adding a short segment to club night, along the lines of the Show and Tell evenings we ran last year, in an effort to make 

club night about more than competition. The Show and Tell evenings were well received, but members did not always want to come 

out twice in a month. We have called the segment “Twenty in Ten” where a member will have the opportunity to share 20 images in 

ten minutes, with 5 min discussion afterwards, where we can pick the brain of the sharer. Chris Jaggs is up first, sharing some work 

from his recent trip to the Amazon. 

We would also like to advise that there have been a couple of amendments to the Set Subjects for 2017. Our NZ Natural History com-

petition now stands alone, and has been replaced as a set subject by “Shadows”. We have chosen “Something Old, Something 

New” (Either old, or new, or both) as our Set of Four set subject for the year. This had similarity to our set subject of “old”, so this has 

been replaced with “Auckland”. Both new set subjects came form member suggestions in 2016, as did all the others. SEE NEXT PAGE 

FOR  SET SUBJECTS 

And lastly - subs are now due.  Members will be afforded one month’s grace if they have entered but not paid on February club night. 
Easier to pay before or on the night  

 

 

New members are welcome to join is as visitors for two months before committing to join. You may also test the waters with an entry, 
and points will count if you choose to become a financial member the following month, 

If you’re paying via internet banking, please include your surname and membership type in the payment details. Please send your pay-
ment to ASB 12-3028-0493197-00. 
Annual Subscriptions: 
PSNZ members: Senior $60, Couple $95, and Junior (Under 19) $35 
Non-PSNZ members: Senior $65, Couple $105, and Junior $40 



FROM THE COMMITTEE 

 

CLUBNIGHT ENTRY  

We have been required to bring the cut-off date for clubnight entries forward. 

This is necessary as our judges have requested more time to view and assess our images. Bryan 

was already working to an extremely tight timetable, so this will allow more time all around. 

The new entry cut-off date is The Sunday Night 10 days prior to clubnight 

 Example 

   SEPTEMBER 

  Tuesday 12th September   Club night 

  Sunday   3rd September      Close off 

  October   10th                      Club night 

  October 1st                           Close off 

 

There can be no extension of entry time for late entries as the images are processed and post-

ed to the club Drop Box Account for the judges. 

 

 

 



AWARDS FOR MANUKAU SALON 2017 

It is timely to remind you that the End of year Salon includes two special Cups in addition to the overall Cup and 

Awards. To show your best and so be in the pool, you need to be aware of the process for your work to be consid-

ered for these Cups. 

It is appropriate too that our Salon judge has a good range of entries to select from which is also important for us 

for our image as a club. 

Entries to these two Awards should have been entered at Clubnight during the year. 

2017 SALON  

All Honours graded images from throughout the club year automatically go to the judge for selection towards the 

Salon Cup and Awards. This is for both Set and Open images. Effectively for Salon selection purposes they all are 

graded as if Open as they are in a single pool. 

An additional feature of our main Salon competition is that in November there will be an opportunity to enter 3 ad-

ditional entries of your choice that didn’t grade as Honours but perhaps you thought you were hard done by at 

clubnight. 

SUMMARY. All your clubnight Honours Awards automatically are entered in the Salon  

PORTAIT CUP 

Following November clubnight, there will be the opportunity to email to Bryan up to 5 Portrait images. 

These must have been entered in any clubnight during the year and not be altered. The entry can have earned any 

grade at clubnight and not necessarily Honours. 

Our Club applicable definition of a Portrait for this purpose is: - 

“” Photographs of single subject or group portraiture for example babies, children, parents, grandparents, families 

Zoo, farm and domestic animals “” 

This definition has wide interpretation enabling great opportunity but putting the onus on members for compliance 

as a Portrait with their entry. 

LANDSCAPE CUP 

Following November clubnight, there will be the opportunity to email to Bryan up to  5 Landscape images 

These must have been entered in clubnight during the year and not be altered. The entry can have earned any 

grade at clubnight and not necessarily Honours. 

The club applicable definition of a Landscape for this purpose is as follows, 

“” While a prominent feature of the image should be a landform, this definition does include where the land meets 

the sea /ocean or lake. Images can therefore show some representation of both land and water. It does not include 

Citi-Scapes.”” 

SUMMARY. Your landscape and portrait cup entries are separately entered by email. 

 



 

CLUBNIGHT ENTRY  - THIS IS IMPORTANT 

We have been required to bring the cut-off date for clubnight entries forward. 

This is necessary as our judges have requested more time to view and assess our imag-

es. Bryan was already working to an extremely tight timetable, so this will allow more 

time all around. 

The new entry cut-off date is The Sunday Night 10 days prior to clubnight 

 Example 

                                            AUGUST                                                       SEPTEMBER 

  Clubnight Date             Tuesday 8th August                       Tuesday 12th September 

 Entry Cut-off date         Sunday     30th July                         Sunday   3rd September 

There can be no extension of entry time for late entries as the images are processed 

and posted to the club Drop Box Account for the judges. 



 

Set Subject for August Monochrome 

 

 

 

                 JUDGES TO  November 

To our Judge, Carolyn Ludford who, as well as being an excellent Judge also gave us an amazing 

insight to her job as the Police Forensic Photographer for our area, a job at times I imagine that-

would be extremely hard and heartbreaking and at others, great joy in catching the baddies 

Thank you Carolyn 

                                                                                 These are examples only, from the web 

September     Bob McCree 

 October          Michael Boyd-Clark 

PSNZ CAMERATALK. 

 

PSNZ now posts Camera Talk to be viewed On Line at the ISSUU magazine sharing website. 

This is the first time. It seems likely that in future  previous issues will remain available  

 

The link for this month’s issue 

 https://issuu.com/photographicsocietyofnewzealand/docs/cameratalk_august_2017_digital 
 
 

     November      Ilam Wittenburg 

https://issuu.com/photographicsocietyofnewzealand/docs/cameratalk_august_2017_digital


Set Subject Honours 

 

 

 

Dark Forest by Bryan Lay Yee 

House Patterns by Pauline Smith 

Lines of Light by Lynn Fothergill 

Many Lines by Allysa Carberry 

Where Land Meets Sea by John Gregory St Mathews by Emma Joyce 

Thames Wharf by John Penney 



Set Subject Honours 

Architecture by Sandra Hiscock Natural Patterns by Amanda Beets 

Nature's Lace Patterns by Lynn Fothergill, Set 

Image of the Night, Also Peoples Choice Walking Among Giants by Bryan Lay Yee 

Starburst by Pauline Muir 
Reflecting on the Past by Ross Muir 

Patterns & Lines by Allysa Carberry 



 

 

          Open Honours 

Explore by Amanda Beets 

Hydrangea by Margaret Penney 

I'm Just a Lonely Boy by Pauline 

Smith, Open Image of the Night 

Queenstown Valley by John Gregory 
Sun Setting on Kohekohe Church by Bryan Lay Yee 

Wild Kaimanawa Horse on a Frosty Morn by Lynn 

Fothergill 

The  Dancer by Allysa Carberry 

Winter Sunset by Pauline Smith 



                                  Club Directory 

President:   John Penney     

Vice President:         Chris Jaggs     

Secretary:   Lynn Fothergill   secretary@manukauphoto.org.nz 

Treasurer:   Tony Hopman    treasurer@manukauphoto.org.nz 

Newsletter:   Pauline Smith    reinlese@ihug.co.nz 

Print Entries:   Bryan Lay Yee    print@manukauphoto.org.nz 

Digital Entries:   Bryan Lay Yee    digital@manukaphoto.org.nz 

Website:    Theresa Simson   website@manukauphoto.org.nz 

Points 2017 



 

 

 

 

 

I've summarised the items that I'm offering as a bundle.  If no-one is interested in next couple of weeks, then I'll put on trademe 
with the reserve indicated.  Separately they're worth $1200+ but I am offering this as a complete package for $1000.  Everything 
is great condition and looks like new (apart from the macro lens which has dent on the front filter thread but this doesn't affect 
images at all).  I've attached a few photos but have more if anyone is interested. 
 
So if anyone is interested in this package then please get them to drop me an email in the next couple of weeks. 
 
Kind Regards 
Glenn Bittle 
 
email: glenn.bittle@gmail.com 
 

Hi 

Some of you know me from my judging around the Auckland clubs although I've been working in Wellington a lot this year so 
haven't been very active. 

Anyway, I thought I would contact you to see if anyone in your club might be interested in my complete Nikon kit that I am sell-
ing (having just purchased a Fujifilm X-T2 and a couple of lenses).  The reason I thought I would contact you is that there may 
someone in your club that wants to 'step-up' to a DSLR, enjoys a variety of different styles, can't afford a lot of new gear but 
wants to be confident of buying something second-hand.  Or they may have a younger photographer family member or friend 
that they would like to treat! 

 

 

COMPETITIONS COMING UP SOON. 

mailto:glenn.bittle@gmail.com


Nelson National Triptych Salon 

 

Home Nelson National Triptych Salon 

Nelson Camera Club is pleased to announce that the National Triptych Sa-
lon will be held this year (2017) 
Welcome To The Nelson National Triptych Salon 
Triptych – “threefold” derived from the Greek “tri” meaning three and “ptysso” meaning “to fold”. ln its earliest religious form, a triptych 
consisted of three painted panels hinged together so that the two outer panels could be folded in over the (usually larger) central panel. To-
day “triptych” can be taken to mean any set of three art works designed to be displayed together. 

Nelson Camera Club’s National Triptych Salon has been initiated to encourage and stimulate photographers in the skill of creating three im-
ages that not only work well together but also succeed in providing a total impression on the viewer that is greater than the sum of the three 
individual photographs. Both prints and digitally projected images may be entered into the Salon but the images must be made up of three 
(and only three) distinctly separated photographs presented on a common background. The subject matter is open. 

Timetable – Important dates for the Salon. 

Terms and Conditions – Terms and Conditions of entry for the Salon. 

Entry Form – The Entry form for the Salon will be available on Tuesday 1 August 2017. Preview the non-active entry form here 

Judges – Details on the judges for the Salon. 

Awards – Details of the Salon awards. 

National Triptych Salon Awards 2015 – Results for the 2015 Salon (results for earlier years are available from the drop-down menu above). 

triptych-info@nelsoncameraclub.co.nz – The contact email for further general enquiries 

What is a triptych? 
For the purpose of this Salon a triptych is a presentation made up of three (and only three) distinctly separated photographic images dis-
played on a common background. 

Additional Guidelines: 
• The background should complement the presentation of the three images but must not become a significant “fourth image” in the 

message of the triptych’s three images. 

• The only restriction on the arrangement of the triptych’s three images is that they must not meet or overlap. 

• There is no requirement that the three images must be either the same size or the same shape. 
Added borders, drop shadows etc. are allowed. 

What makes a triptych successful? 
Perhaps one of the biggest collections of triptychs in the country is held by the Justice Department. Their type of triptych may have a 

strong message about the nature of the subject matter but it’s a rather specialised use of the triptych art form. 

http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Timetable-of-Events-white.pdf
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Entry-Conditions-version-3.pdf
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Entry-form-in-Word-version-5.pdf
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/national-triptych-salon-2016-judges/
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Awards-white.pdf
http://www.nelsoncameraclub.co.nz/triptych-results-2015-2/
mailto:triptych-info@nelsoncameraclub.co.nz


What makes a triptych a successful triptych? The individual photographs must be technically competent…putting three poorly-produced 

pictures together is not likely to result in a strong final image. lt’s desirable that the total triptych should demonstrate the creativity of the 

photographer …by the approach taken with a familiar subject or by the choice of an unusual subject. But above all the complete work 

should communicate something to the viewer. The way in which the three images are made to relate to one another is a cardinal element 

in establishing this communication. The images may tell a story by showing a sequence of events. They may depict different objects that 

reinforce a common theme or pattern. The compositional strength of the total image may be dependent on lines and shapes in the indi-

vidual images that only reveal their significance when the three images are presented together. 

Of course a single photograph may be “cut” into three parts which then provide the three elements for a triptych. ln this case the resulting 
triptych should certainly have a linkage between its components …they were originally one image! ls this cheating? No it’s a very valid way of 
creating a triptych. Will it always result in a successful triptych? No, to be judged successful in relation to the original “complete” photograph 
the “new” triptych image must provide the viewer with something extra over that original. This it may well do if the cuts have been made at 
strategically appropriate places but cutting for the sake of cutting is not a guaranteed way of producing a strong triptych. 

The Nelson National Triptych Salon thanks our sponsors for their support: 


